THIS AUGUST...THE TRADITION CONTINUES
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
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We join
“Captain Consulting”
and his
Z-FORCE team at
the waning
moments of
an epic battle for
SNF survival…

Captain’s Log, March 2021: The Spread turns 1 today
A year has passed since the world declared war on a new enemy. Critical information flowed like plasma
from star birth, yet SNFs were relegated to the phantom zone of virtual learning throughout. The enemy,
of course, was the “Spread” – an event so pernicious that Command avoids using its proper taxonomy. The
calendar year 2020 is deemed a “Sentinel Period” – wherein an exceptionally harrowing experience so
distorted reality, other incidents are simply dated as having occurred prior to the Spread or after. Our analysts
call this “Relative Referencing,” as dates and data have no meaning without Comparative Integrity & Context.
We are currently awaiting orders. Consulting Command’s world-class CORE Analytics team has modeled
every conceivable post-Spread scenario, but surprises exist to defy logic. For now, we wait, we wonder…
What lies ahead?

The SNF industry has evolved significantly over three decades. At one time, a handful
of aspiring national “Provider-Titans,” each with its own constellation of ancillary
satellite companies, seemed destined to control the “Marvel-ous (post-acute) Cinematic
Universe”; alas, they collapsed under their own weight. Prior to the Spread, our greatest
battle dated back to the turn of the millennium, to the dark theatre of Prospective
Payment’s first year. SNFs persevered and recovered from that challenge, just as they will
today, but under different circumstances. PPS marked the unofficial end of SNFs as a
“National Industry.” 2021 marks the dawn of a new model of care, and a new generation
of regional operators who must be stronger, laser focused and far better prepared to
re-balance their respective markets.

NEW LOCATION

MOHEGAN SUN,
CONNECTICUT

Meanwhile, we must not forget the forces we engaged before the Spread remain undaunted…
Managed Care Ork-anizations grow stronger by the day and an unpredictable band of Audacious
Auditors can strike at any moment. A great enemy is in retreat, but we remain ever vigilant.
The Spread has left us all battered, but Z-FORCE has been fortified with insight and advanced
technology. We stand ready to support a new generation of Skilled Nursing heroes!
The battle is not over. Our resilience will be tested. A great challenge awaits…
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CONVERGENCE
Skilled Nursing is NOT a “National Industry.” Operations have
become exponentially more complex in recent years. Every new federal
and state initiative fuels SNF “Chaos Theory,” exacerbating the
disruption, imbalance and inequity that are the fundamental villains of
our story. ZHSG’s “SNF Theory of Convergence” explains how seemingly
unrelated variables disproportionately influence provider position,
performance, and opportunity. This session sets the stage for
Reimbursement-Con – exploring strategies to arbitrage the complex
realities that threaten the foundational integrity of post-acute care.

EMERGENCE

PDPM emerged as a financial hero during the pandemic, but given the novelty of the
model and confusion with the 1135 waiver, can the hero maintain their power? In this
Super Session One, we will explore the nuances of Medicare reimbursement under PDPM,
its impact on the SNF revenue-cycle and thoughts about what the future holds for our
most important pay source.

11:30AM12:15PM

EMERGENCE, THE JOURNEY CONTINUES
Super Session Two, continues where Super Session One left off. We explore the new
PEPPER reports, and anticipate future changes. We'll reveal and discuss the perfect
super power, or antidote to PEPPER: "SALT."

1:30PM2:30PM

CODEBREAKER

SNFs have fought an asymmetric-war with Medicare Advantage for
decades. Data is the key to negotiating leverage; unfortunately, plans
have all the information. Unlike the FFS program, there is no comparative
data available to benchmark SNF performance, and therefore no way for
providers to calculate their “value-proposition;” until now. ZHSG has added
a new superhero to its lineup. Join us as MAPAX shares the key performance
metrics managed care plans don’t want you to know.

3:30PM3:45PM

3:45PM5:00PM

2:30AM3:30PM
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LUNCH

THE UNEXPECTED NEMESIS
As modeled by ZHSG's Theory of Convergence, the SNF
Five-Star rating system reverberates through the business
office. This session will explore how a flawed quantitative
proxy of quality with no direct impact on reimbursement, can
dictate a SNFs public and financial profile for years.

RISE OF THE MACHINES

Arthur C. Clarke suggested that “Any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.” For SNFs, it seems that “Any sufficiently advanced
technology tool is deceivingly marketed as a magical solution.” Our operating environment
is far too fragmented and market-specific for a one-size fits all application. But by
definition, the future is always coming. This unique, and practical, session will explore
the impending changes of post-acute care, from the interoperability challenges of
today to the “magical” Artificial Intelligence applications of tomorrow.
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THE CAREGIVER,
THE CODER,
THE CRUSADER!
How are qualitative measures quantified and
used to adjust reimbursement in the SNF? Do
these change when "other" stakeholders, like
Medicare Advantage take the lead?

THE ONGOING BATTLE:
PUBLIC PERCEPTION
& POLICY VS. REALITY

12:00PM1:00PM

Are SNFs superheroes or super villains? Can they
fight the headwinds of policy? Four industry leaders
share their coveted secrets.

1:00PM2:15PM

LUNCH

THE CONFLICTED CHARACTER
Alternative Payment Models (APMs) offer financial incentives to an at-risk stakeholder for reducing
unnecessary utilization (and the associated cost). Where is the patient in this equation? Care is not a
figure on the financial statement, yet care is why SNFs exist. And therein lies the quintessential Conflict of
our healthcare system. These misaligned incentives are most pronounced in the therapy department. This
session explores both sides of the equation; hear from accountants, actuaries, therapists, case managers and
contract rehab managers caught in the middle as we balance fiscal reality with patient-centered care.

2:15PM2:30PM

2:30PM4:30PM

THE LEAGUE OF JUSTICE
Our heroes, and the mighty left standing, converge for an
intensive summary of our two-day adventure. This highly
interactive session distills the essential elements of each
character & theme and engages the audience in
discussing what the future holds for Post-Acute Care…
Attrition, Emergence or Convergence.

August 11 - 12, 2021 Program Registration Information
Includes: Continental Breakfast and Lunch both days

SNF EMPLOYEE | OWNER | OPERATOR

INDUSTRY SUPPLIER/VENDOR

(validation may be required)

(this fee is to attend the conference, NOT to be an exhibitor)

$795 per attendee

$1,295 per attendee

$50 discount if registration AND payment received by May 31, 2021 | The Program Registration Fee does not include hotel accommodations

Registration Process
ZIMMET CONFERENCE: CLICK HERE TO REGISTER or VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.ZHEALTHCARE.COM
You can reserve your conference spot by clicking on the link above*. You will then be sent an invoice through PayPal for the Zimmet conference registration fee.
Please email info@zhealthcare.com with any questions.
MOHEGAN SUN, UNCASVILLE, CT | OUR ANNUAL ATLANTIC CITY AUGUST CONFERENCE HAS RELOCATED TO CONNECTICUT THIS YEAR
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE MOHEGAN SUN, PLEASE VISIT THEIR WEBSITE: http://bit.ly/Mohegan-Sun 
All reservations for the discounted block of Zimmet sleeping rooms must be made through a direct link that will be provided to you once we begin the payment process and your
conference payment has been received. At that time, hotel rooms will be available within the Zimmet block on a first-come, first-served basis for registered and paid conference attendees.
The DEADLINE DATE to reserve a room in the Zimmet block is July 19, 2021 (NO EXCEPTIONS!), or until the Zimmet block is sold out, which may be sooner.
Registration with payment is required prior to booking a hotel room at the Mohegan Sun in the Zimmet room block. Any hotel reservation in the Zimmet block without a corresponding
paid conference registration may be canceled by the hotel and/or Zimmet without notice and subject to the deposit being forfeited.
Mohegan Sun is NOT accepting telephone reservations for the Zimmet block of discounted sleeping rooms.

Cancellation Policy

90% refund if canceled > 7 days prior to program; 25% refund if canceled within 1 week of program. However, registration fees will be fully refundable if restrictions prohibit
events/gatherings of our anticipated size at any point up until the date of the conference.

Clean Conferencing

Mohegan Sun has gone to great lengths to develop and implement first-in-class standards and safety measures consistent with or exceeding guidelines by state and federal officials,
including a mandatory mask policy that is in effect at this time. Watch the video on their Safety Protocols: http://bit.ly/hotel-protocols.

Education Credits

This program will be submitted for 12 CE clock hours to the NCE Review Service of NAB Examiners. Zimmet Healthcare is a NJ Board of Accountancy CPE Sponsor. CPA Registrants
should contact their governing agency to determine if these courses will qualiwfy towards their CPE requirements. NEW THIS YEAR: In support of improving patient care, Rutgers
Biomedical and Health Sciences is jointly accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME), the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE),
and the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), to provide continuing education for the healthcare team. Nursing contact hours pending.

Seminar

All handouts will only be available through our APP and will be uploaded prior to the conference. The program schedule is subject to change.
Zimmet Healthcare Services Group, LLC (ZHSG) reserves the right to photograph/video the seminar without the express written consent of those attending. ZHSG may use the photograph/video in publications or other media material produced, including but not limited to: brochures, social media, websites, etc.
By participating in a ZHSG event or by failing to notify ZHSG, in writing, of your request to not have your photograph/video used by ZHSG, you are agreeing to release, defend, hold harmless and indemnify ZHSG from any and all claims involving the use of your picture or likeness.
*Mohegan Sun is prepared to accommodate the anticipated conference size. However, due to COVID guidelines certain restrictions may apply.

